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Key consumer trends*  we should be addressing 
Morally conscious food

Good for me

Taste with your eyes

Flavour driven innovation

Trend research source: Mintel 2019 trend report

Good for the planet, brands with 
a higher purpose.

Innovative design and packaging 
formats that are good enough to 
tweet.



Key consumer trends*  we should be addressing 

Challenge Accepted

Consume new experiences

Social Isolation

Experience together

Redefining Adulthood

Explore at any age

Trend research source: Mintel 2019 trend report

Brands that promise a taste of the 
unknown 

A demand for products that 
help consumers  reconnect 
with each other 

Enjoying new experiences doesn’t 
stop at 35. Baby boomers seek new 
and exciting taste experiences



On the shelves….
Premium / Innovative

Artisan
Clean eating / 
Health

Functional / 
traditional

opportunity

Name and design feels 
very functional. Taste cues 
could be more exciting.

Name, imagery and design 
style call out cooking  
functionality. Dated look and 
feel suggests lack of 
innovation.

‘World food’ 
feel to 
design, 

Hipster-esque design hints 
toward a young, forward 
thinking brand. 

Traditional design and 
taste focused language, 
aimed at spice lovers, 
not ‘clean eating’ 
shopperMillennial 

language at 
odds with 
functional 
typography 
and 
traditional 
african 
design. An  
Updated 
‘world food’ 
feel 

Leveraging 
Supermarket 
brand value, 
not brand of 
its own. 
Personable 
language, 
practical look 
& feel

Lack of design assets and 
utilitarian type feels more 
functional than luxury/ indulgent

Dated look 
suggests  not on 
the pulse of 
health trends.

Language focuses 
on health, no taste 
cues design 
nostalgic and playful, 
targeting the 
‘everyman’ millennial 
healthy eater, not the 
adventurous shopper

Paleo language for a 
functional yet healthy 
message, distinct 
lack of design assets 
or brand story 



Category Insight

● Exotic sauces are performing well at the expense of traditional sauces *EM2019
Ketchup, brown sauce and salad cream have all either stagnated or lost value [Kantar 52 w/e 19 May 
2019]
“Brits are moving away from these traditional sauces in favour of more exciting and versatile products, 
such as flavoured mayonnaise and hot chilli sauces.” (The Grocer)

● Consumers turn to healthier cooking sauces - opportunity for more premium sauces

● Growth of private label at the expense of brands -  Consumers are looking for 
innovation

● Consumers global travel sparks growth in chilli sauce
“Consumers are looking for safe ways to try new flavours and inject some excitement” (the Grocer 2019)



Execution proposition

We know that shoppers are calling out for exotic flavours, we also know they’re favouring 
independent label brands over the bigger brands in the category. 

For shoppers how lean towards exotic flavours, harking back to their travels, health is also 
important.

A partisan, avant garde yet carelessly responsible brand could connect with such shoppers

Proposition  - a new independent brand, launching 3 SKUs of fermented sauces.

A twist on the ancient middle-eastern recipe for Umba (fermented Mango) and two other SKUs 
- Flavours TBC. Brand will be avant-garde enough to appeal to adventure-loving travelers but 
not alienate older generations. Brand should communicate a ‘healthy rebellion’ and entice 
shoppers with new flavours to introduce to their table.



Consumer 
profiles



Our audience profiling is made up of demographics (age, 
education level, salary bracket, location, marital status), 

...as well as psychographics - a person's unique personality 
- why they might buy from us, what they might not buy 
from us and what visual and verbal language they best 
respond to.

Because we don't have existing consumer data, we use 
DISC and colour method to define our audiences personality 
traits.



Demographics psychographicsour people

Adventurous

Early adopters

Love travel

Rule breakers

Independent thinkers

creative

sociable

affluent

city-dwelling



Quick sales process
Solution driven
Pride in appearances
Status driven
Risk taker

Early adopters
Impulse purchasers
Browsers
Emotive messaging
Creative design
Aesthetically driven

Detail oriented
Problem finders
Lots of supporting 
information
Not swayed by 
novelty

reserved

Task 
Focused

outgoing

People 
focused

Slow adopters
Consider others 
Double check facts
Cautious and slow



Jen - The Reformer
● Australian born, she moved to London and considers it 

her home
● Jen is 31, works in marketing and shares a house with 

4 other professionals. She is on a middle income range, 
but will invest in luxuries she considers worthwhile

● Jen is single and actively dating, her friends are her 
urban family, she hosts dinner parties as a way of 
seeing more of the people she loves

● Loves trying the latest food and beauty products, and 
never reads reviews

● Eclectic taste in music and culture, which she enjoys 
on her frequent travels, and weekly visits to music 
venues around town

● Commits to short term exercise stints as a way of 
staying in shape.

● Actively engages in causes she considers important, 
and shares her views on social media, predominantly 
Twitter and Instagram

Key:   Demographics
         Psychographics

DISC: mostly yellow



Key:   Demographics
         Psychographics

● Mitch is 55, the CEO of an online trading brokerage
● Lives in Kensington, with a country house in Kent
● Newly divorced from his husband, he travels the world 

in search of new experiences, from communal living to 
extreme sports.

● High income bracket, a diligent saver and dabbles in 
online stocks and shares.

● Eclectic culinary taste and a penchant for fine dining
● Socialises as a way to widen his network of useful 

contacts, surrounds himself with an eclectic 
assortment of creatives and professionals.

● Listens to digests of audiobooks
● Practices yoga with a private instructor as a way of 

slowing down his busy life
● Chooses new and interesting products as a way of 

maintaining status as forward thinker

Mitch - The Power Player

DISC: mostly red



Noa - The Popular One
● Noa is 35 and a mum of two ‘little angels’
● Has recently gone back to working with special needs 

students
● She avoids social media entirely, but has a wide 

network of loyal friends
● Noa doesn't care about trends, but will buy whatever 

she considers beautiful or interesting
● Enjoys cooking for her family of four and shares 

domestic tasks with her husband
● Health is important to her and she’ll treat herself to 

expensive ingredients 
● Usually budget conscious she is swayed by pretty 

packaging and likes to indulge in the new and exciting
● Regularly gathers with her large family for meals and 

loves to bring her easy-to-make dishes to the table. 
She’s known for her quick, easy and ever-inventive 
recipes.

● Noa has an eye for aesthetics and surounds herself 
with beautiful things which she always finds for a 
bargain.

Key:   Demographics
         Psychographics

DISC - yellow and Green



Defining brand 
personality



The importance of brand personality…

Personality is the key driver that transforms your product into 
your brand.

It provides the hook, whereby consumers can engage with and 
relate to your brand. Like people, we’re not drawn to brands who 
lack personality.

Sometimes brands have so many values they want to 
communicate, they forget about the importance of personality. 

   



How we want to be perceived...

adventurous
intelectual

healthy
contemporary

energetic
free-spirited

unusual



Your brand 
personality
type



Defining your brand using 16 
personalities

1) Visit 16personalities.com
2) Answer the quiz as if you 

were your brand

EASY BEANS!

16 personalities is a personality 
profiling system based on Myers 
Briggs, who is based on Carl Jung, 
who was a student of Freud…

It’s not scientifically proven, but it IS 
one of the most effective methods of 
defining personality types.

Defining your brand personality 
traits help us dig deeper and get a 
through understanding of what 
makes it tick.

This is all part of creating a living, 
breathing, unique brand.





How we use personalities in brand marketing

To create differentiation within a category, especially important in a crowded category like yours. To tap 
into the collective unconscious by appealing to universal human needs... 

need to learn

need for power

need for security

need for connection

THE LOGICIAN

THE COMMANDER

THE DEFENDER

THE MEDIATOR



Our brand personality...

DEBATER

ENTP-A

“There Are no Rules Here – We’re 

Trying to Accomplish Something!”

“People with the Debater personality type have a way with words 
and wit that others find intriguing. Their confidence, quick thought 
and ability to connect disparate ideas in novel ways create a style of 
communication that is charming, even entertaining, and informative 
at the same time.”



Our brand personality...

“People with the Debater personality type 
have the added benefit of being excellent 
communicators, in the written word but 
especially in face-to-face conversation. 
Though they dislike the constraints of 
managing others (and of being managed), 
this social adaptability allows Debaters to 
be natural leaders, showing the way 
forward and inspiring others with sound 
logic and intellectual prowess. “



Where some of our 
competitors are...



Defining your 
brand soul



Your promise

What your 
brand brings to 
the life of a 
consumer

Your credentials

Why should 
consumers 
believe in your 
promise 

Brand 
soul



Thinking behind our brand soul

Wonder of 
the unseen

Sometimes you need to 
look closer to see the 
beauty of a situation. 

Live is busy, life is hectic 
but sometimes.. As we 
know well from being 
stuck in quarantine, we 
are made to stop, made 
to re-evaluate and look 
closer at the beauty of 
simpler things, of finer 
details and the wonder 
of the unseen

Shoppers, people have 
come to terms with 
complete lack of control, 
with feeling stationary - 
but we can fill our plates 
and our minds even if we 
don’t fill our passports. 

we can find pleasure in 
exploring a wonderful 
process that keeps our 
guts healthy, we can let 
flavour carry us to distant 
lands even when we are 
forced to stay put.



Thinking behind our brand soul

Wonder of 
the unseen

Brand promise

We will take you on 
adventures of the mind, 
heart and taste-buds, 
steering clear of ‘nasties’
We want to transform 
eating occasions into 
table-top quests worth 
talking about.

Brand Personality

The Debater

Credentials:

Our recipe from umba had 
been passed down 
generations, originating 
from ancient travels along 
the silk road from Persia to 
India. 
The science behind 
probiotics is a recent bonus 
to this no-nonsense 
ancient pouring sauce



Stage 1 - Creative Development
The beauty of 
slow living - in 
‘french 
farmhouse’ 
lettering and 
style

Micros
copic 
probio
tics

Entices 
you to 
look 
closer

Vibrant 
mango 
colours 



Defining your 
brand 
communication



Brand Communication Guideline - 
Tone of Voice

You know that person you got stuck talking to at that houseparty / 
networking event / school gates and you couldn’t wait to get away 

from because they were… just SO basic? 

Don’t let you brand be that person!

Your brand communication should be consistent, it should reflect 
your brand soul, it should resonate with the audience you identified 
and be true to your brand persona. To do all this, and make sure any 

agency or freelancer can do it too… we have- the brand 
communication guide



Your 
brand 
values

Your brand’s 
communication 
style

light-hearted
ness

simplicity

Intellectuality

straightforward

Witty
Succinct



What our brand talks about - say, on social media posts, blogs or emails

- Interesting facts and figures
- New and exciting recipes and food combinations
- The latest Ted-talk on self development
- How to live a better, slower, more fulfilling life
- Anything weird and wonderful

How our brand expresses itself

- Bluntly - it doesn't beat around the bush
- Humorously - but never self deprecating - FLB likes puns and witty quips but never appears 

silly
- Articulately - FLB is full of big words, and uses its wealth of knowledge to communicate 

complex ideas in an effortlessly amusing way
- Honestly - FML doesn’t care about vain appearances, he speaks his truth, and doesn’t care 

who disagrees 



Ferment la Bouche 
is always...
● Brave
● Eloquent
● Intelligent
● Inquisitive
● Appreciative

Ferment la Bouche is 
never...

● Wacky
● Trendy
● Over-familiar
● Self-deprecating
● Over-familiar



Ferment la Bouche might say...
Did you know, our mango sauce is based on an ancient Persian table sauce called Umba? 
Umba just means -mango. Ancient Persians picked it up along their trade route with 
India - a little gastronomical fact for you.

Ferment la Bouche will never say
Monday- funday! Look, we get it, Mondays suck. So why not chuck some mango sauce 
on your sarnie for lunch? It comes all the way from ancient Persia, so you can pretend 
you’re.. Well, anywhere but here!



Internal / External
Our tone may also change depending on which type of content we are creating. For 
example, our allergy information or trade communication might be more authoritative 
than advertising or social copy which will be more conversation focused. 

Social content Trade Customer emails

Witty Factual Understanding

Intelligent Professional Concise

Curious Aspirational Demonstrative



Witty -   if you never read the T&Cs, click here to say you pretend to have read this

Intelligent - ten million, three thousand and seventy probiotics on one little bottle - it’s quite 
wonderful really, isn’t it?

Curious - if mangos could talk, what would they tell you about their travels?

Understanding - Snap. That payment method isn’t working, could you try another?

Concise -  us, on social (rather than - follow our journey and we’ll love you for ever)

Demonstrative - Boom! Your order has been placed. Sit back, and wait for the something saucy to 
arrive in the next 2-4 working days.

How this might sound



Style guide
Word length - Short words are simple and direct. 

Sentence length - Shorter sentences give a 
concise style, while longer ones are more sedate. 
You should be able to read the whole sentence 
out loud in a single breath. 

Tempo  - Using shorter average sentence length 
is good, but the key word is ‘average’. To keep 
readers interested, vary the length of sentences 
and paragraphs to give an organic, varied 
rhythm with its own ebbs and flows.

Pronouns - This is a personal brand, always use 
‘I’ not ‘we’.  When writing for an audience, you 
can use the second person (“you”) or the third 
(“customers” ,“suppliers”)

Contractions -  Contractions are formed of 
two words combined into one, such as 
“you’re,” “don’t,” or “it’s.” Say it’s instead of ‘it 
is’ for a relaxed and informal tone.

Colloquialisms - The definition of “casual” 
varies from speaker to speaker, and from 
culture to culture. Colloquial language is 
likely to use contractions (see above) and 
may also include slang, or even profanity. 
Avoid millennial slang ‘tag your bae’, ‘hit 
me up for a freebie’ do use timeless 
coloquiales - “grab a coffee”.

Punctuation - Do use commas to break up a 
long sentence, use exclamation marks 
sparsely and ellipses (...) never. Avoid use of 
ALL CAPS.


